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WHAT ARE YOU REFLECTING ON?
Improving performance? Reducing risk? Lowering costs? The list is likely long
if you’re growing your business. There’s also pressure to make accounting, tax
and business decisions that achieve compliance, yet improve returns. You need
ideas. BKD can help. Accounting for performance—accurately, objectively and
ethically—is the heart of our business. But we’re also insightful advisors with
deep industry knowledge and resources to help you manage change, grow the
bottom line, make wise decisions and enhance business value. Add a personal,
highly interactive and attentive service style, and you’ll begin to understand how
our expertise can help give you a better vantage point.

90
YEARS

experience perspective

Experience guidance from a firm that brings more than 90 years of
experience to the table, offering the insight you need to make wise
decisions.

BKD SERVICES
Assurance Bolster credibility with audited financial statements
Tax Explore ways to reduce your tax burden
Risk Management Strengthen business processes & keep your data secure
Information Technology Streamline operations & save money with software solutions
Corporate Finance Grow your company or plan an exit strategy
Forensics & Valuation Investigate suspected fraud or appraise your business
Wealth Management Build & sustain your investment portfolio

// BKD ON YOUR GOALS & CHALLENGES

2500
PROFESSIONALS

experience momentum

Experience attention from 2,500 BKD professionals who are at ease in
your world and can assist with a wide variety of accounting, tax and
consulting issues.

ARE YOU MOVING WITH THE CURRENT?
Your business is constantly evolving, and you can’t afford to tread water. You need to understand the
implications of new and proposed legislation, tax code changes and financing alternatives. Technical
excellence and experience are vital to making informed decisions. We know what you need to know.
You’ll find our professionals at ease in your world. Our advisors can assist with internal audits, perform
feasibility studies or prepare capital budgets. We invite you to experience how our insights can help
your organization get ahead of the curve.

WE’RE NOT JUST ACCOUNTANTS, WE’RE ALSO...
Internal auditors
Estate planners
Information technology specialists
Wealth advisors
Certified computer forensics professionals
Employee benefit consultants
Owner succession & transition advisors
And more ...
// BKD ON HOW WE CAN HELP YOU

WHAT ARE YOU PUSHING TOWARD?
An expanded footprint? Enhanced profitability? Greater efficiency? That’s why
you need knowledgeable CPAs and advisors who are also reliable, timely and
attentive to your specific needs and goals. We understand your level of
commitment because we share it. Providing personal attention to our clients
and their needs is what drives us. Our team includes CPAs and benefit plan
consultants, as well as technology and process improvement professionals who
are familiar with the issues you face. Experience how our support can give you
the traction to pull ahead.

experience drive
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PARTNER TO STAFF

With a partner-to-staff ratio lower than the average for national firms, you’ll
have access to partners and experience personal communication.

BKD provides the best value, with their professional demeanor, personal
responsiveness and industry knowledge. They exceeded our expectations,
and we would recommend them to anyone considering a change in CPA
firms. B. Wayne Hicks // Vice President
MC Tubular Products, Inc. // Houston, Texas

// BKD ON UNMATCHED CLIENT SERVICE

BKD THOUGHTWARE®
BKD’s expertise spans a wide variety of industries and subjects, and our professionals share their knowledge in print, online and in person to
help you advance your organization. Use the QR code below to sign up for BKD Thoughtware® emails.

// articles

// emails

// presentations

// videos

// webinars

FOR MORE INFORMATION //

1

800.472.2745

bkd.com

A National CPA & Advisory Firm

BKD, LLP, a national CPA and
advisory firm, provides consulting, tax, assurance and accounting
outsourcing solutions to businesses,
governmental entities, not-for-profit
organizations and individuals.

Praxity, AISBL, a global alliance of
independent firms, provides our
clients access to professional
accounting and auditing firms
committed to the high standards
required in international business
through our membership.

BKD Corporate Finance, LLC
provides merger and acquisition,
sales, management buyout,
ESOP, recapitalization and
financing services. Member
FINRA and SIPC.

BKD Wealth Advisors, LLC,
an investment advisory firm
registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange
Commission, provides personal
wealth planning, investment
management and estate planning.
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